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WHAT PEOPLE SAY

“edd is a compassionate rebel, going to the edge to find what is
fresh, new and creative. edd supports being Off the Gridd,
letting go of and shedding past identity, illusion and consensus
reality as a way to step into the authentic Self and Life. edd is an
unbridled creative expression in risk taking. edd embodies the
archetypes of Artist, Distance Healer, Lover, and the Divine
Masculine.”

Rev. Anakha Coman, M.Div.
& Rev. Marti Geltz, M.Div.

Co-Founders
The Center for Sacred Leadership

“edd is by far the most creative and hard-working person I have
ever had the pleasure to work with.”

Virginia Cash

VP Product and Process Development
GST Telecommunications

“In my experience edd samuelson is the rare individual who
actually practices what he preaches. Few have the depth of
knowledge in more functional areas of direct profitability,
productivity and cultural enjoyability than him.  He is a master of
his craft, a visionary who helped create marketing techniques
that have increased our business over 85%.”

Rhett Kasparian

President
Notus Career Management

"I've seen edd interact with diverse people in diverse circumstances
and settings—and I'm consistently struck by his unswerving
compassion, genuine gentleness and spontaneous kindness. edd's
commitment to goodwill is contagious; he helps bring out the best in
people."

Gail Shibley

Human Services
State of Oregon

“edd has exceptional planning and organizational skills. He also
has a good management style with a focus on understanding the
needs of both individuals and the organization.”

David Williams

VP Marketing
GST Whole Earth Networks

“edd operates from a strong business management background.
He understands what is required to be successful. He resolves
conflict and demonstrates strong leadership skills in group
situations. Very detail-oriented, edd understands product life-
cycles and the interdependent relationships between all parties
and processes. You're such an amazing person, and I believe
you can do anything, absolutely anything.”

Natalie Diggins

VP Operations
New Edge Networks

“I can’t tell you how much I appreciate his unwavering support
of GST, its people, and my organization.”

Greg Bergs

VP Voice Services
GST Telecommunications

“I would like to take this opportunity to extend my personal
thanks to edd samuelson for his leadership and acumen in
leading and completing this product integration effort. edd is a
SUPER program manager and understands process to a ‘t’. He is,
in my book, the epitome of what we expect from a professional.
My hat is off to you, edd!”

Deborah Schnackenberg

Senior Director
Time Warner Telecom


